“You are an Ironman!”

Stories of Onipa’a and overcoming obstacles
By Keri Delport (S2C Practitioner in Training)

Hearing your name yelled through a megaphone, followed by the words “you are an
IRONMAN” is something that may sound strange (for we are not, as a matter of fact, TONY
STARK, or any other Avenger). But these are the words a number of TRIATHLETES around the
globe long to hear as they embark on a journey of pushing themselves beyond barriers,
whether physical or psychological, individual or societal. Everyone who hears these words
will have suffered and this is the point they are reminded they survived and overcame. The
HAWAIIAN’s have a word within their history, “ONIPA’A” (pronounced oh-nee-pah-ah),
which means to remain steadfast and RESILIENT in the face of ADVERSITY (a difficult or
unpleasant situation, hardship), and the Ironman triathlon embodies this from start to finish
line time and again. Athletes competing in this event remind one that anything is possible.
Spell: MEGAPHONE; PSYCHOLOGICAL; SURVIVED
What would you call someone who participates in an Ironman? TRIATHLETE
In which language would one hear the word “Onipa’a”? HAWAIIAN Onipa’a means to
remain _______ and resilient in the face of adversity? STEADFAST
What words would one hear after their name as they cross the Ironman finish line? YOU ARE
AN IRONMAN
Name one kind of barrier that people might need to overcome? PHYSICAL,
PSYCHOLOGICAL, INDIVIDUAL, SOCIETAL
What does adversity mean? DIFFICULT OR UNPLEASANT SITUATION, HARDSHIP
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Tony Stark was Ironman as an Avenger, name one other Avenger?
CAPTAIN AMERICA, FALCON, BLACK PANTHER, BLACK WIDOW, HAWK-EYE, CAPTAIN
MARVEL
Hawaii is one of the states of which country? UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, USA
Onipa’a is a word layered with meaning for many Hawaiian’s, what is a word that is
meaningful for you and why?
VAKT: Stand against the wall and push hard with both hands, as though it’s a barrier you
want to push over.
So What is an Ironman Triathlon?

An Ironman triathlon is one of a series of worldwide long-distance triathlon races organised
by the World Triathlon Corporation (WTC). The event consists of a 3.86km (2.4 mile) openwater swim, a 180.25km (112-mile) bicycle ride and a marathon 42.2km (26.2-mile) run
raced within that order. It is a one day event in which athletes have up to 17 hours to
complete these three DISCIPLINES and is considered one of the toughest one-day events in
the world. Any PARTICIPANT who finish within the allotted (allowed, given) time constraints
is designated an Ironman.
Spell: MARATHON; TOUGHEST; WORLDWIDE
Who organises the Ironman triathlon? WORLD TRIATHLON CORPORATION
What kind of swim does the Ironman race involve? OPEN-WATER Name one of the
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disciplines of a triathlon. SWIM, BIKE, RUN What is another word for allotted? ALLOWED,
GIVEN
How many sporting disciplines does a triathlon involve? 3
The swim is 2.4 miles, the bike ride is 112 miles and the run is 26.22 miles. What is the total
distance covered in an Ironman? 2.4 +112 + 26.2 = 140.6 miles
What is this distance in kilometres? 140.6 x 1.6 = 224.96 kms
Name another sporting event which incorporates either swimming, cycling or running. E.g.
BOSTON CITY MARATHON, LONDON MARATHON, TOUR DE FRANCE, GIRO D’ITALIA, ENGLISH
CHANNEL CROSSING, ROBBEN ISLAND CROSSING
If you could invent a one-day race, what would you make and where would you host it?
The idea for the race arose over a debate in 1977 by local Hawaiian swimmers and runners
over which athletes were fitter and it was decided that the debate would be settled through
a race combining the three existing long-distance events already on the island: the WAIKIKI
Roughwater Swim, the AROUND-OAHU Bike Race and the HONOLULU Marathon. Fifteen
men lined up to start the race in 1978 and only 12 completed it. Forty-three years later,
Hawaii now hosts the Ironman World Championships each year in KAILUA-KONA on the Big
Island, where roughly 2500 athletes from around the world come to compete in this
honoured and PRESTIGIOUS (esteemed, distinguished, respected) location, only able to
access this event through qualification (e.g. gaining a podium within their age category) via
another Ironman race.
Spell: ISLAND; HONOURED; QUALIFICATION
What event was already occurring in Waikiki at the time? THE WAIKIKI ROUGHWATER SWIM
In which city did the island’s existing marathon take place? HONOLULU Which Ironman race
now takes place in Kailua-Kona? THE IRONMAN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Name one of the kinds of athletes who debated over who was fitter. RUNNERS, SWIMMERS
Give another word that can mean prestigious. ESTEEMED, DISTINGUISHED, RESPECTED
How many men dropped out of the first event in 1978? 15-12 = 3
How many more athletes compete in Hawaii now compared to the inaugural event? 2500 –
15 = 2485
Aside from the Big Island (Hawaii) and Oahu, what is another island that makes up Hawaii?
MAUI, KAUA’I, MOLOKA’I, LANA’I, NI’HAU, KAHO’OLAWE
Name a country in the world that is also an island. AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, ICELAND,
MADAGASCAR, IRELAND, SRI LANKA, TAIWAN
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If you could be world champion of something, what would it be and why? VAKT: Standing
tall with your arms stretched, make circles as though you are swimming (Note: Model this)

Stories Through Time
Julie Moss

Ironman triathlons invite a particular kind of spirit and person to the event, many who race
for more than themselves, or who find themselves wanting to prove something. These
inspirational stories are dotted throughout the event’s history, where PASSION and
PERSEVERANCE defy physical odds. The first of these stories is that of JULIE MOSS, a 23-yearold student who took on the event in 1982, after watching it televised in 1981. Julie’s
preparations for the event were limited to competing in two marathons, the first of which
she described as horrible, some recreational swimming in the PACIFIC ocean and some
training on a 10-speed bicycle. Despite planning to wing it on the swim and bike portions of
the race, she found herself in first place as she started the marathon, with a 20-minute lead
over KATHLEEN MCCARTNEY in second place – a lead she maintained for most of the run.
Spell: RECREATIONAL, PREPARATION, INSPIRATIONAL What word did Julie use to describe
her first marathon experience? HORRIBLE
In what ocean did she practice her swimming? PACIFIC OCEAN
In which place did Julie find herself at the start of the marathon? FIRST PLACE
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Name one of the qualities that can defy physical odds in this kind of event. PASSION,
PERSEVERANCE
Name one of the portions of the race Julie planned to wing. SWIM, BIKE If Julie was 23 when
she competed in 1982, what year was she born? 1982 – 23 = 1959
Name one other ocean in the world. ATLANTIC, INDIAN
What does “wing it” mean? TO DO OR TRY TO DO SOMETHING WITHOUT MUCH PRACTICE OR
PREPARATION
Think of something that you might like to try by “winging it”?
But things fell apart 400 metres from the finish line when Julie’s legs gave way and she fell
to the ground. Struggling, she managed to get to her feet, wobbling like a new-born calf
and collapsed again. She tried again, moved a few steps and fell to the ground a third time,
during which, Kathleen McCartney, unaware of what was happening and focused on the
finish line, ran passed her to win the race. Despite being HUMILIATED and scared, Julie rose
to her hands and knees and crawled the final 29 metres to cross the line. She shared that
within her, she felt the shift from feeling that all was lost to the deep inner voice that said
“don’t quit.”. She told WEST HAWAII TODAY in 2018, “That finish let people see that you did
not have to be a SUPERWOMAN to do this race. You could be the girl next door who finds
the will to get up when you fall.”
Spell: IMPACT, SCARED, VOICE
How far from the finish line did Julie collapse? 400 METRES
What did her inner voice say to her? DON’T QUIT
Who ran passed Julie to win the race? KATHLEEN MCCARTNEY
What did Julie say to West Hawaii Today that was important to do when you fall? TO GET UP
How did Julie cross the finish line? ROSE TO HER HANDS KNEES, CRAWLED
Why didn’t Kathleen McCartney stop to help Julie? FOCUSSED ON FINISH LINE, UNAWARE OF
WHAT WAS HAPPENING
How many years after the race did she speak to West Hawaii Today? 2018 – 1982 = 36
YEARS
How old would Julie have been in 2018? 23 + 36 = 59 YEARS OLD VAKT: Lift your arms in the
air as though you have just won the race.
Team Hoyt
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In 1977, RICK HOYT, a child with CEREBRAL PALSY, asked his father to help him run a fivemile (8km) running race. Then aged 36 and not a runner, his father, DICK, said yes, making
his son’s dream come true and setting the stage for a lifetime of COMPETING together as a
team. They set their sights on Ironman World Champs and in 1989 made their first attempt
at the race. To complete the event together, Dick pulled Rick across the swim in an
inflatable boat, taking 1:54:06. He rode with Rick in a specially-built seat on the bicycle’s
handlebars, which allowed him to keep Rick fed and hydrated throughout the 8:01:30 bike
ride. They ended the event with Dick pushing Rick in a jogger during the marathon, to
complete the run in a time of 4:20:27, crossing the finish line in a total of 14 hours, 26
minutes and 4 seconds. They transformed the sport and INSPIRED the world with Rick
typing one of the most important words: “CAN”.
Spell: LIFETIME, HANDLEBARS, TRANSFORM With what was Rick Hoyt diagnosed? CEREBRAL
PALSY
What did Dick use to pull Rick through the swim? INFLATABLE BOAT Name one of the things
the seat on the handlebars allowed Rick to do during the race. KEEP HIM FED, HYDRATED
How did Dick get Rick around the marathon? PUSHED HIM IN A JOGGER
How long before the cut-off did time did Team Hoyt complete their 14:26:04 race? 17 – 14 =
3 HOURS; 3 HOURS – 26 minutes = 2 HOURS 34 MINUTES – 4 SECONDS = 2 HOURS, 33
MINUTES AND 56 SECONDS
Rather than inflatable boats, what kinds of boats would people usually race in water sports?
KANOES, SAIL BOATS, KAYAKS, YAUGHTS Team Hoyt has inspired many over the years. Who
has inspired you and why?

Carlos Moleda
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Having grown up in BRAZIL, CARLOS MOLEDA moved to USA at age 18, seeking a life of
adventure. He joined the US navy and his work ethic and quick learning eventually won him
a COVETED (greatly desired or envied) spot as a navy seal. A few years later, during a
firefight in PANAMA, Carlos was hit near his spine and was paralysed from the waist down;
But never to be held down and with his passion for competition, Carlos turned his
misfortune into another great adventure, climbing Mt KILIMANJARO, completing the Race
Across America and winning the hand-cycle division of Ironman World Champs five times
(his final race at age 53)! He swam using only his arms, cycled on a special hand-cycle bike,
and completed the run in a run-specific wheelchair, completing the 112-mile event using
only his arms. His EXTRAORDINARY spirit stripped away and redefined the labels people
may too quickly stick onto someone is a wheelchair.
Spell: PARALYSED, ADVENTURE, REDEFINED
Where did Carlos grow up? BRAZIL
What coveted role did he achieve in the US NAVY? NAVY SEAL
What body part did he use to get himself around the Ironman course? ARMS
Name another adventure he completed outside of Ironman. CLIMBED MT KILIMANJARO,
RACE ACROSS AMERICA
What other word can mean coveted? DESIRED, ENVIED
Name one of the qualities that led to Carlos achieving a role as a Navy Seal. WORK ETHIC,
QUICK LEARNING
How many years passed between Carlos moving to USA and his final Ironman race? 53 – 18
= 35 YEARS
On what continent is Mt Kilimanjaro? AFRICA

Mt Kilimanjaro is one of the highest peaks in the world, what is the highest? MOUNT
EVERIST
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Carlos redefined labels people may put on wheelchair users. What assumptions do you
think people might make?
VAKT: Trace your hand around the wheel (big 60cm-diameter picture drawn onto white
board to practice crossing midline).
Chris Nikic

When CHRIS NIKIC (pronounced Nikitch) crossed the finish line at Ironman FLORIDA in
November 2020, he was exhausted and relieved...and became the first person with Downs’
SYNDROME to complete the competition. He crossed in a time of 16 hours, 46 minutes and 9
seconds, pushing himself through a bicycle crash along the way, which had the added insult
of happening near an ant hill, leaving him covered in bites.
Spell: SYNDROME, FINISH, COMPETITION
What Ironman race did Chris complete? FLORIDA
Near what did his bike crash? ANT HILL
Name one thing Chris felt as he crossed the finish line. EXHAUSTED, RELIEVED
How long before the cut-off time did he finish? 17 HOURS – 16 HOURS = 1 HOUR; 1 HOUR –
46 MINUTES = 14 MINUTES
Name a famous landmark found in Florida. DISNEY WORLD, MIAMI BEACH
Tell me about something someone may do which can leave them feeling exhausted.
Chris had never originally planned on racing a triathlon, but rather hoped to get in shape so
that he could live independently. His dad came up with the 1% CHALLENGE, which
encouraged taking one small step towards improvement on a day-to-day basis. It was an
ATTITUDE which
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aligned with Chris’ life, having overcome heart surgery and four ear surgeries. Never
COMPROMISING or complaining, Chris took on each day’s training given by his dad and
coach, and two years later made history. “I learned that there are no LIMITS,” He said after
the race, “Do not put a lid on me.”
Spell: OVERCOME, IMPROVEMENT, INDEPENDENTLY What did Chris’ dad set up to motivate
him each day? 1% CHALLENGE Chris learned that there are no_____. LIMITS
The 1% challenge involved taking___ toward improvement on a day-to- day basis? ONE
SMALL STEP
What had Chris never planned on doing? RACING A TRIATHLON Name one thing Chris was
never caught doing in his training. COMPROMISING, COMPLAINING
Which other famous person made history with a statement about “One small step...”? NEIL
ARMSTRONG
Chris wanted to live independently. Name two skills one may need to do this. E.G. COOKING,
CLEANING
Tell me about a skill you might like to learn.
VAKT: Chris had heart and ear surgeries. Touch your ear; put your hand on your heart.
Sam Holness

While SAM HOLNESS has not yet crossed that coveted finish line, he certainly deserves a
shout-out. Sam, who lives in LONDON with his parents, plans in 2021 to become the first
autistic individual from a Black and Ethnic MINORITY group to complete an Ironman event.
His sights are focussed on reaching the World Champs in KONA and he believes his autism is
his super power that will get him there. Despite a natural talent for sports from a young age,
Sam had to battle against those who would not allow him to compete, viewing his autism
as too limiting.
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Spell: ETHNIC, AUTISTIC, NATURAL
Sam believes autism is his ______. SUPER POWER
He overcame people viewing his autism is too ________. LIMITING
If Sam completes the Ironman, he will be the first autistic individual from which group to do
so? BLACK, ETHNIC MINORITY
Sam plans to race in 2021. How many years after the first event would this be? 2021 – 1978
= 43 YEARS
Sam lives in London. Name a famous landmark found here. BIG BEN, BUCKINGHAM PALACE,
WESTMINSTER ABBEY, HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
Tell me about something you would regard as a talent someone may have.
Things changed in his late teens when he took up running and completed his first triathlon
at DORNEY LAKE. The long event time allowed Sam to compensate for any fine motor
challenges in TRANSITIONS (the period of moving between DISCIPLINES, for example, swim
to bike, or bike to run), where his ability to become absorbed meant maintaining
concentration wasn’t a problem. He never looked back. As Sam focuses now on his next big
goal, he shares “I’m proving that an athlete with autism can compete at the same level as
elite triathletes.”
Spell: COMPENSATE, CONCENTRATION, FOCUS
Sam believes autistic athletes can compete at the same level as who? ELITE TRIATHLETES
For what challenges did the longer time of the event allow Sam to compensate? FINE
MOTOR
Name one of the transitions one may find in a triathlon. SWIM TO BIKE, BIKE TO RUN
What led to the turn of events for Sam in his late teens? HE TOOK UP RUNNING
Dorney Lake is a purpose-built lake in Buckinghamshire, England. Name another famous
lake in the world. LAKE SUPERIOR, LAKE COMO, LOCH NESS, LAKE MALAWI, LAKE MICHIGAN,
LAKE BLED, LAKE GENEVA
Tell me about something which someone may enjoy becoming absorbed in?
VAKT: Transitioning may involve unzipping or buttoning/clipping on equipment, let’s do up
a button.
From Impossible to “I’m Possible”

Ironman, for me, brings together two things I am passionate about: ENDURANCE triathlon
and people’s stories. We all have one. Mine started in 2008 when doctors told me I would
never run again because of two DEGENERATIVE spinal conditions I have. I had been using
crutches to walk and lived with pain, I still do, but it’s my norm now. After surgery involving
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a spinal fusion and PROSTHETIC disc, I began the road to recovery and the three disciplines
of triathlon helped me in moving forward, first by swimming without impact, then cycling,
which built up my CONFIDENCE to try running. My inspiration, though...my Why... comes
from my dad, who fought cancer and taught me the meaning of endurance. He was my
Ironman Spark and I race for him. I raced my first Ironman in 2011 to honour him, and in
2015 qualified for Kona World Champs, a dream come true. It felt like the ultimate defiance
against those who said I can’t.
Spell: HONOUR, PASSIONATE, CONFIDENCE Doctors told me I would never ____ again. RUN
Who is my Why? DAD
The doctors told me I would never run again because of two degenerative _____ I have.
SPINAL CONDITIONS
My surgery involved spinal_____ and a prosthetic disc. FUSION Name one of the things I
am passionate about. ENDURANCE TRIATHLON, PEOPLE’S STORIES
What is something that makes my dad my inspiration? FOUGHT CANCER, TAUGHT ME
ENDURANCE
How many years did it take between my first race and qualifying for World Champs? 2015 –
2011 = 4 YEARS
What does defiance mean? RESISTANCE, DISOBEDIENCE
If you could tell me something about your mum or dad, what would it be?

We all have a story that will inspire others, even if we haven’t realised it. For some, it’s
because they have PERSEVERED. For others, it’s through KINDNESS they have shown to
someone, which the person holds onto to show another. We don’t all need to cross the
finish line of an Ironman event, sometimes it’s about getting up with the sun, putting our
feet on the ground, and trying each day, not giving up. It’s about finding our Why and
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holding onto it tightly in those MOMENTS when others perhaps tell us we can’t...walking in
our own Onipa’a.
Spell: GROUND, FINISH, ONIPA’A
What do we all have which may inspire others? A STORY
We don’t all need to do what in an Ironman to inspire others? CROSS THE FINISH LINE
Name one way someone may inspire others. THEY PERSEVERED, THROUGH KINDNESS
Rather than having to cross a finish line, name something small we may need to do? GET UP
WITH THE SUN, PUT FEET ON THE GROUND, TRY EACH DAY, NOT GIVE UP
Creative Writing

Imagine you have crossed the finish line of a dream you’ve worked towards. Tell me about it
and write the speech you’d give to your supporters and those who have watched your
journey.
VAKTivity

We don’t all have to cross a finish line, sometimes it’s about getting up in the morning and
not giving up. Let’s do some stretches that help our body to wake up in the morning so that
we are ready for the day ahead. Ideas:
•
•

• Sitting on the floor, feet together, and leaning forward.
• Straightening one leg at a time (keeping other tucked in), reach for
your toes

•

• Standing tall and bending forward towards toes, curling spine gently
and relaxing neck.

•
•

• Arms tall, bending to the one side, then the other
• Arm against the wall, turning body outward to open up chest. Then
swop to other side.
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Keri is a practitioner in training who is running towards the red carpet of
her doctorate in counselling psychology (which, she says, is starting to
feel like a never-ending Ironman race). Before moving to the UK to start
her doctorate, Keri ran an autism charity in the Western Cape, South
Africa. When not hitting the books or supporting clients, Keri and her
husband enjoy the outdoors through running, cycling and swimming and
use sporting events as excuses for holidays. Keri’s best motivation?
Telling her she can’t do something!
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